
English translation of 

the Dutch Inventory of Prolonged Grief for Adolescent (IPG-A) 

 

 

Please mark the answer that best describes how often 

you experienced each grief-reaction in the last month. 

 

 
 

Almost 
never 

 
 

Sometimes 

 
 

Always 

1 That s/he died, feels as something that has torn 

everything apart 

   

2 I think of him/her so often, that it’s hard for me to 

do the things I usually do 

   

3 Memories of him/her upset me    

4 I find it hard to accept that s/he is dead    

5 I long for him/her    

6 I seek out and feel attracted to places and things 

that are associated with him/her 

   

7 I am angry about his/her death    

8 I can hardly believe that s/he died    

9 I feel numb or overwhelmed by his/her death; I am 

totally upset by it 

   

10 I find it difficult to trust other people since s/he has 

died 

   

11 I feel unable to love other people or feel distant 

from other people, since s/he died 

   

12 I do or feel the same things as s/he did    

13 I do everything to avoid thinking about the fact that 

s/he is dead 

   

14 Life feels empty or meaningless since s/he died    

15 I hear his/her voice speak to me    

16 I see him/her stand in front of me    

17 It feels as if nothing really touches me    

18 I feel guilty about the fact that I am still alive while 

s/he is dead 

   

19 I feel bitter and angry inside, because of his/her 

death 

   

20 I am jealous of people who did not lose someone    

21 I think that the future has no purpose without 

him/her 

   

22 I feel lonely since s/he died    

23 Life feels meaningless without him/her    

24 It feels as if part of me has died with his/her death    

25 It feels as if his/her death has changed everything    

26 I feel less safe since s/he died    

27 Since s/he died, it feels as if I cannot control things 

happening in my life 

   

28 Since s/he died, my functioning in different areas is 

impaired (for instance my functioning in school, with 

friend, in my job). 

   

29 I feel tensed and easily annoyed since s/he died    

30 I sleep poorly, since s/he died    

  Almost 
never 

Sometimes Always 
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